techniques depends not on the extent of "non-homogeneity" in the probability distribution, but 168 on the number of "rare" signals. Botero et al defined half of the signals as "common"
169
(probability P c ), and half "rare" (probability P r ), where P c =5P r . It follows therefore that 170 P r =1/(3N), and P c =5/(3N). We can substitute these probabilities into Equation 3, which allows us 171 to compute the expected number of distinct signal types observed (as determined by the Coupon
172
Collector"s model):
We can extend this treatment to the case where a proportion of the signals are
175
"common", and (1-) "rare", and where P c =P r ; 0<<1, and >1. In this case Equation 3 176 becomes:
Since all the signal probabilities sum to 1,
, and so solving for P r , we 
183
The Botero model is unrealistic in considering only two signal probabilities, and as a result 184 overestimates the performance of exponential curve fitting models. Before moving on to 185 consider more realistic signal probability distributions, we can perform a further simple 186 extension, by assuming that signal probabilities decline according to a simple exponential 187 probability distribution, with a single parameter  (where >0) that determines how much 188 variation there is between the probabilities of different signal types..
where K is a normalising factor, given a finite number N of signal types 
METHODS

194
We examine by simulation the performance of four techniques for estimating vocal birds can mimic. We estimated the repertoire size for the study population as a whole, rather than 213 for each of the nine birds individually, due to the small sample size at the individual level.
214
Our second data set is a collection of calls of Carolina chickadees, recorded from 40 flocks 215 in eastern Tennessee (Freeberg 2008 ) and 20 flocks in central Indiana (Freeberg 2012 expected by the WM model for any particular sampling effort, and applying the WM will tend to 304 underestimate total repertoire size.
305
When the two-probability model is extended to a variable number of "common" and "rare" 
318
The results of fitting signal probabilities to the two probability density models (double 
DISCUSSION
356
We derived a precise, powerful and accurate statistical model for predicting the number of and should go a long way towards addressing the criticisms of previous studies.
392
Although the overwhelming majority of research into repertoire size has been in the 
407
Our approach is to find a parametric approximation to the prior probability distribution for signal 
